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Facts about the band:
Sirius Curse from the cosy town Rottweil in southern Germany was founded in August 2014. They
did not start as beginners but as an independent band from the underground. In the first place it
was not ambition that brought them together but the mere joy of making music.
Frank Würthner (guitar), Andreas Spitznagel (guitar) and Peter Hirsch (vocals) have already known
each other from their former band Exterior (founded in 1986), who released their first album
„Interior Silence“ in 1992. Dominikus Sautermeister (bass guitar) and Simon Wilde (drums) joined
the band later and have completed the line-up since.
Four of the band members have a family and children, and all band members have professional
lives, so they do not have plenty of time. Nevertheless the band has managed to attract interest
among many festival and concert organisers – even without further released songs or an album to
present their music.
Thus the debut album „Time Knows No Lies“ is a logical consequence and reflects the current
status and abilities of the band. And of course, fans and supporters have always asked for a CD.
The musical direction of Sirius Curse can be described with „Back To Heavy Metal Basics“. Their
songs offer powerful and classic structures, supported by a technically varied and accentuated
guitar play, which follows a straight and clear basslines and forceful drums.The progressive
arrangemnents are rounded up by melodical and strong vocals gaining power by several voices.
The tracklist features eight songs which keep true to the genre and its intention. Mainly there are
groovy songs which also have a certain unmistakable toughness, however, deep growls and
guttural sounds will not be heard on the this album because the focus lies on catchy melodies and
an independent modulation.
„Time Knows No Lies“ was planned and released within 2,5 years and solely on the band
members` hands. Finally the album was mixed and mastered by Markus „Blacky“ Schwarz in the
„Black-Keys-Studios“ in Rottweil. The CD layout and the design of the cover derive from
Schrod – The PiXLpunishR.
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From left to right: Frank Würthner, Simon Wilde, Peter Hirsch, Dominikus Sautermeister, Andreas Spitznagel

Tracklist:
1. Rain Time * Intro
2. Loud
3. Relax (It’s War)
4. No Tomorrow
5. Crucified
6. Time Knows No Lies
7. The Sense
8. Bondage

(Pic by Uli Schneider)

Line-Up:
(00:36)
(04:21)
(04:23)
(05:43)
(04:36)
(05:33)
(05:36)
(06:03)

Links:
Website
Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
Sirius Curse YouTube channel
Black-Keys-Tonstudio Facebook
Kontakt / Booking:
SIRIUS CURSE
c/o Peter Hirsch
Geroldstr. 21 - 78628 Rottweil
Germany (Baden-Württemberg)
 0157 – 351 986 82
E-Mail: info@sirius-curse.de

Andreas Spitznagel – guitar
Dominikus Sautermeister – bass guitar
Frank Würthner – guitar, back vocals
Peter Hirsch - vocals
Simon Wilde – drums
© +  + ℗ 2021 Sirius Curse

https://www.sirius-curse.de/
https://www.facebook.com/TheSiriusCurse/
https://www.instagram.com/sirius_curse/
https://twitter.com/cursesirius
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsL5c5yD8Qho0I1woX5cfXA
https://www.facebook.com/blackkeystonstudio/

Discography:
Time Knows No Lies (2021, 8 Track Debut EP)
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Some additional remarks on the cover and title of the album:
The basic ideas derive from the band, the graphical realisation was possible with the help of
Schrod – The PiXLpunishR.
In the centre is the hourglass, a symbol of ambivalence, either allowing a hopeful or melancholic view
on time and the things that happen within. The sand that is trickling off like moments, time, and
stations of human life, that pass irretrievably – if it is not for anybody who overturns the sandglass,
gaining time before time will gain the upper hand again.
The streak of blood, a popular motive on many heavy metal covers, does not stand for human
brutality and destruction but hints at the fugacity of life in general.
„Time knows no lies“ – the title of our album is an attempt to underline the thoughts above: Time
knows no lies. Time does not have a conscience – it only has one function: To determine the ending
and the beginning of something, not more and not less. What happens within of any time span does
not bother time at all. Time does not care about our lies – even if time reveals them.

Sales and Distribution:
The EP will be available for € 10.00 including the applicable VAT and plus any shipping costs.
Shipping costs within Germany € 1.55. Within Europe and worldwide the shipping costs can be
correspondingly more expensive.
The band is responsible for distribution on its own. Orders are to be sent by email to:
info@sirius-curse.de . Upon receipt of the mail, Sirius Curse will contact the sender immediately to
clarify the shipping and payment processing.
With the release of the EP on March 15, 2021, Time Knows No Lies can also be purchased on all
common streaming portals.

YouTube extraction:
On January 31, 2021, in addition to the previously published teaser “Crucified”, the first official audio
video “Loud” appeared on YouTube in full length. This is track # 2 of the upcoming EP Time Knows
No Lies.
Follow the link: https://youtu.be/HScP3iFCsUw
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